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Introduction

In just a few months, many US mutual funds will be required to
provide a significant amount of new regulatory risk reporting
under Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 18F-4.

We believe that many asset management organizations are
very ill-prepared to fulfill the requirements by the
implementation deadlines.

Fund managers must provide new forms of risk reporting, and
there are additional requirements for monitoring the quality of
the risk estimation process by comparing realized drawdowns
to forecasts of Value at Risk (VaR).
In this presentation, we will illustrate multiple configurations
for using Northfield’s risk models, data integration, and
analytical applications to address five key concerns in ways
that ensure that both our clients and regulators have the best
possible process for meeting the new requirements.
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Challenges
• To successfully comply with the new rule, asset managers need to
overcome five challenges:
1. The operational aspects of risk assessment for over-the-counter derivative
contracts, which are both time consuming and have certain ambiguities (e.g.
possible inclusion of counterparty risk)
2. Many of the underlying assets of mutual funds and ETFs have limited liquidity,
which biases historical volatility calculations downwards.
3. The time horizon of the required risk assessments is far shorter than the time
horizon implicit in most risk models used for portfolio management decisions.
4. Value at Risk has long been recognized as a mathematically “incoherent
measure” which can provide entirely irrational risk values for certain
portfolios.
5. The proposed metric in Rule 18F-4 for quality of VaR forecasts is based on
frequency of “exceedance events” which is intrinsically upward biased.
– As described in Cataldo and Tsafack (Empirical Economics, 2021) this bias
will cause the false appearance of risk violations.
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Rule 18F-4 In Brief
SEC Rule 18F-4 requires that mutual funds available to US investors follow a
substantial new risk reporting requirement if a significant portion (> 10%) of a fund’s
notional value is represented by derivative instruments.
The reporting requirements include:
• Value at Risk estimates at prescribed time horizons on a daily basis
• Ongoing monitoring of VaR values against realized losses of fund NAV.
• If realized losses exceed estimated risks frequently, there is an affirmative requirement to notify regulators.
• Each asset manager must have an internal team tasked with fulfilling the requirements, so just hiring a
vendor to produce analytics is non-complying.

The entire rule as adopted is more than 400 pages of text with many nuances both
financial and legal, but it is not generally prescriptive about analytical methods
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Dealing with Regulators on Risk Assessment

Despite numerous shortcomings, Value at
Risk has been the predominant metric of
financial risk required in banking for many
years.
•However, even banking regulation is moving
away from VaR to the related metric of
Conditional Value at Risk

Many organizations operate under the
operational policy that the greatest risk to a
financial services firm (as distinct from actual
risk of loss to investors) is to appear unable
to demonstrate sufficient knowledge their
own risk analyses.
•This view holds that it is always better to use
very simple models, even if they are wrong
in evaluating investor risk, because it lessens
the risk that the asset management firm will
look dumb.
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We obviously disagree that it is necessary to
oversimplify the problem to the point of poor
risk estimates in order to achieve user
familiarity.
•Our models have been transparently
documented for more than 30 years.
•Regulators are often more comfortable with
vendor models than in-house systems
because DIY systems have few users, so
errors take a long time to find. Vendor
systems have “hundreds of eyes” on them.
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Northfield Workflows for 18F-4 Compliance
• Our web-accessible user platform, Northfield NEXUS, has four different workflow
options to accommodate different organizational needs in terms of number of
funds, complexity of assets and strategies, and the level of existing risk analysis in
the firm.
•

•
•
•

NEXUS Interactive facilities allow users to run their own risk analysis in an interactive
fashion through various analytical modules including risk report generation, scenario analysis
and stress testing, optimization (e.g. for hedging strategies), and risk-based performance
attribution
NEXUS “Large Deployment” facility allows for organizing batch processing of analytics
across hundreds or even thousands of portfolios
NEXUS “Risk Assessment and Monitoring Process” provides for fully automated,
scheduled production of customized risk reports. Graphic heavy content can be tailored for
regulatory use, internal decision making, or C-Suite/Board of Trustees reporting.
NEXUS Remote A full array of SaaS and API access methods for integration with in-house
systems. Can be locally installed to replicate our analytical methods with total position
privacy.
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Data Integration and Reconciliation Is Included
The Northfield online platform is integrated with the Digital
Financial OFX network, data warehouse, and related applications.
It’s free with respect to all
assets with recognized industry
IDs.

Digital Financial OFX system
provides industrial strength data
integration of position and
market data from over 100
network data providers.

Position data is updated daily
from custody banks, brokers
and fund administrators.

The data warehouse is SOC-2
compliant, the highest standard
in the financial services industry.

There is an optional “virtual
back office application” that
asset managers can use to
supplement their existing back
and middle office applications in
a risk-centered way.

The Northfield “Asset Coverage Extension Service” (ACES) can see
into the OFX data warehouse to find and resolve data issues with
complex contracts such as OTC derivatives.
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Analytical Challenges: Counterparty Risk
• The first thing that we believe firms will need help on will be whether, and how, to include
counterparty risk assessments for OTC derivatives.
• The current financial sanctions against Russian banks are an obvious reminder of the
need to realistically consider counterparty risk, irrespective of the extent it is required
for regulatory purposes.
• Northfield has its own credit risk analytics which provide a credit rating for more than
60,000 firms globally, far broader coverage than is provided to us by traditional credit
rating agencies.
• The DiFi OFX system has sophisticated facilities to aggregate multiple portfolios
together for purposes of “netting” counterparty risk exposure.
• Northfield models employ our proprietary text analytics, Risk Systems That Read® to
update firm level and factor level risk assessments on a daily basis.
• Northfield models capture issuer relations:
• Think about owning Bank of America equity, Merrill Lynch bond issues, and BofA
as a derivatives counterparty in the same portfolio.
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Liquidity Considerations
Many funds and ETFs trade with either fixed redemption dates, or with more market
liquidity than the underlying securities.
• This kind of liquidity “mismatch” led to the extreme volatility and eventual collapse of many VIX-related ETFs and
ETNs a couple years ago.

The combination of the appearance of a liquid fund with illiquid underlying securities will
make most methods for calculating VaR vastly underestimate risk.
• For the economic rationale, see Lo, Getmansky, and Makarov (2004) and Northfield News- February 2008.pub
(northinfo.com)
• For a good example see, Northfield News-March 2013 (northinfo.com)

Northfield analytics have long offered “liquidity adjusted VaR” as a reporting value as
described in The Liquidity Risk Time Bomb (northinfo.com).
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Short Horizon Risk
The requirements of SEC 18F-4 provide that VaR estimates be specified for time horizons
(e.g. 1 to 20 trading days) that are typical for the solvency requirements of banks, but far
shorter than the time horizons typically implicit in the decisions of fund managers.
The distribution of security returns over these shorter horizons is inconsistent the basic
assumptions of portfolio theory such as normal distributions and IID behavior.
• Our models contain explicit adjustments (see Parkinson, Journal of Business, 1980) for “fat tails” (e.g. T-5) and
other departures from popular assumptions

Volatility of security returns over shorter horizons are heavily impacted by current news
which is captured by our Risk System That Read® that is routinely calibrated to a 10 tradingday horizon.
A more theoretical discussion of the concepts appears in diBartolomeo (Professional
Investor, 2007)
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Value at Risk is an Incoherent
Measure

Starting with Albanese (1997), the finance literature has
long recognized the “incoherence” and lack of “subadditivity” in the Value at Risk measure.
This basically means that for some portfolios, VaR simply
produces wrong answers, where single security portfolios
appear to have zero risk, while a well-diversified portfolio
of the same kind of security will calculate to positive risk.
• This issue is mostly observed in cases where the predominant risk of the
portfolio is fixed income credit risk.

Northfield provides estimates of “higher moments” (skew
and kurtosis) of the return distribution of individual fixed
income instruments.
Our portfolio calculations use this additional information
to make VaR estimates coherent in all plausible value
ranges, as described in Northfield News October 2019
(northinfo.com)
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18F-4 Tests are Based on “Exceedance Frequency”
Cataldo and Tsafack
(Empirical Economics, 2021)
show that this kind of testing
of VaR values is biased so as
to make VaR estimates seem
to underestimate risk when
they are actually correct.

• This is obviously a big deal in a regulatory reporting setting.
• The authors presented at our last Newport seminar on this
issue: Backtesting and Estimation Error: Value-at-Risk
Overviolation Rate (northinfo.com)

Risk is always in the future, so
any estimate should be
presented as a distribution
with a confidence interval.

• Example: My VaR value is equivalent to 8% annualized volatility
+/-2% and I’m right (8% is correct on average).
• With simplified math I can represent this as 50% of individual
days having volatility 6%, and 50% of the days having volatility
10%. If I treat VaR as a scalar value instead of a distribution,
I’m underestimating half the time.
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Conclusions

SEC Rule 18F-4 provides much
needed transparency on the
material use of derivatives by
mutual funds.

Compliance with the rule can
be largely, but not completely,
fulfilled by vendor systems
such as those provided by
Northfield.

Our NEXUS platform and its
integration with the Digital
Financial OFX network facilities
provide a painless way for asset
managers to fulfill the reporting
requirements of 18F-4
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Our systems are well accepted
by regulators as being
“industry standard”, while
being inclusive of many
statistical nuances that allow
them to provide realistic VaR
estimates in cases where many
other methods would fail.
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